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Harmonious Bilingual Perspective

Lithuanian Migration Context
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• Since joining the EU (2004), Lithuania among top member states with
high emigration per capita
• Negative net migration reversed only in 2019,
• Majority of immigrants to Lithuania – (returning) Lithuanian citizens
(whereof 10% minors)
• Children’s competence in Lithuanian is key to their (re)integration

Bilingual child raising as language contact situation
Considering family members’ subjective well-being
Language related problems and conflicts can arise
Language related experiences of high relevance

Aims and Research Questions
• Investigating children’s experiences with their heritage language
• Focusing on underrepresented family type (patchwork family)
• How do children of Lithuanian heritage experience their heritage
language and how do they use it?
• How do children’s experiences influence their language use and
bilingual development?

Data Collection and Analysis
• Fieldwork 2016 – 2019 as part of PhD project conducted in Sweden
• Sociolinguistic discourse analysis
• Focus here: Language portraits and interviews

• Sweden – a popular destination for Lithuanian migrants; Lithuanians in
Sweden considerably small but active and steadily growing community

Case Study
• Lithuanian-Swedish patchwork family in Sweden
• Mother Kristina immigrated as working single parent to Sweden with her
daughters Živilė and Laura 8 years before conduction of the study
• Swedish stepfather Jon part of the family for six years
• Jon‘s daughers (Mia and Lisa) part-time part of the patchwork family
• Jon with some basic proficiency in Lithuanian
• Frequent visits to Lithuania, but little engagement with Lithuanian
community in Sweden

Laura (11)

Živilė (14)

I put Swedish in my head because I think in Swedish, I dream in Swedish,
and so on. And then also close to my heart because I learn the most and want
to learn in Swedish.
Lithuanian is in the other part of
my head and my right arm and,
ehm, the chest. I think, well, I
didn’t have any good reason for
that. I’m really sorry and
apologize!
Last Živilė and I were
never allowed to speak
Swedish. We could never
talk. Every summer,
grandpa says: “If you
talk Swedish, you will
totally forget the
Lithuanian language.” I
said that I learn very
well. But if we say one
single word in Swedish,
the get totally angry. I
cannot ask Živilė: “Can
you help me?” They
always get almost angry.
Grandpa get’s very
angry. summer vacation
was difficult because

Lithuanian is very important, but I don’t
speak Lithuanian in Sweden. But
grandparents speak Lithuanian, and dad.
So, I need to. But here in Sweden, it’s
not very important because I live in
Sweden and here almost nobody speaks
Lithuanian.
When I speak in
Lithuanian to Živilė, she
get’s angry, and she says
that she doesn’t want to
speak Lithuanian. And
sometimes, when Mia is
around, she’s angry when
I speak because she
doesn’t understand. And
here at home, they say,
we aren’t allowed to speak
Lithuanian – Lisa, Mia, and
Jon – when we have
dinner together.
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Lithuanian is in my face and in my belly. In my belly because of the same
reason like with French: I feel anxiety when I have to speak the language.
And in my face, maybe not related to language, but I look like a Lithuanian.
You can see that I speak Lithuanian. I’m not Swedish.

Lithuanian is only important
that I could communicate with
grandma, grandpa, dad and my
cousins but that’s the only
reason why I would like to be
able to speak the language.
My desire to speak Lithuanian
is not very huge. And for me,
Lithuanian is difficult. Well, I
don’t have a good reason.
That’s why I don’t let it into my
brain.

When one grows up, when
one’s looking for a job,
then it is good to know
languages, but right now,
I’m not looking for a job.
Maybe, my reasoning is a
bit stupid, but that’s how I
think now.
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Swedish is in my head and almost my
entire body because I think in Swedish,
and, well, I feel more like a Swede, not
like a Lithuanian. I’m sorry. And somehow,
I would like to have Swedish blood, and
blood is in the entire body. I don’t know
how to explain. Ehm, well, I am prouder to
be a Swede than to be a Lithuanian. Maybe
because Sweden has a good
reputation, and everybody knows
that this country exists. That
sounds maybe a bit strange,
but people in Sweden
become more
successful than in
Lithuania. There are
better opportunities in
Sweden. Sweden
simply is a better
country. And when I
tell others that I am
from Lithuania, they
are like: “What is
Lithuania? I’ve never
heard about it.”

Conclusions
• Negative experiences within and outside the family related to the heritage language decrease motivation to use the heritage language over time
➢ Positive experiences must be fostered to support the motivation to use the heritage language and ultimately to support harmonious bilingual
development
• Believes about languages (language ideologies) are shaped by both positive and negative experiences
➢ Awareness for harmonious bilingualism must be promoted, especially, amongst parents, other close family members and educators
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